Mixed-Precision and Component Concurrency
in Atmospheric Radiative Transfer
An ambitious project in the PALMOD climate modeling initiative is to run a complete climate simulations covering a timespan of 125.000 years. In
the current state of the art, this simulation would require about 10 years on the Mistral supercomputer. It is therefore necessary to optimise the
code, in particular the most time-consuming parts like the atmospheric component ECHAM6 and its radiation. Two strategies seem to be really
promising for the purpose: using “less precise” variables and parallelizing some components of the program.

Mixed-Precision
●Previous results on the IFS model show a 40% time gain.
●Some parts of the code may require double precision to work correctly,
in particular with some recursive routines.
●Energy saving can be obtained as well.
Code Change: First Strategy
●ECHAM6 contains a switch to change the precision of many variables
through the code:
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: wp = dp
● Hard coded constraints do not allow the program to run in single
precision by this switch.
Code Change: Second Strategy
● Changing the radiation modules individually is more feasible.
● Precision of input/output variables must be preserved. Module
structure must be hence changed as follows:

↓ Input dp variables
Internal variables
Calculations
↓ Output dp variables

Asynchronous Radiation
In-situ Sequential Radiation Timeline (ECHAM6)
●Atmosphere and radiation run in the same MPI tasks, the latter is
computationally expensive:
●Scalability of ECHAM6 at low
resolution suffers from the limited
number of gridpoints.
● Radiation scales well, however,
it is forced to use the same
domain decomposition as
atmosphere.
● Potential of current HPC
architectures, therefore, cannot
be used at full scale.

↓ Input dp variables
Dp variables to sp
Internal
variables
in
sp
⟾
Calculations in sp
Sp variables to dp
↓ Output dp variables

●This strategy is generally more time consuming.
● At the same time, a minimum 15% time gain is achieved in some parts.
● Effect on time of a radiation module:
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Asynchronous Remote Radiation Timeline

●Component concurrency promises more parallelism in models.
● Independent columnwise-computations in radiation allow for a more
flexible/fine data decomposition and higher scalability in radiation.
● Atmosphere and radiation run in different MPI tasks.
● Atmosphere does not wait for radiation data.
● Radiation sends results
immediately.
● Atmosphere should
Testing
“choose” to receive results
● In order to isolate the precision sensitive routines, modified models
in the best time step.
have been tested.
● If idle time +
● Year means for surface temperature have been evaluated for ten years,
communication
with a five years spin-up.
overhead=0, expected
● The change obtained is mostly in line with that obtained with ordinary
speedup is 1.98x at T31.
software change (first and second row of the bottom pictures).
● No longer bit-identical
● It seems that single precision does not affect output significantly.
results (due to nonParallel Radiation
blocking communications).
●A new ECHAM development separates atmosphere and radiation to
reduce the running time with parallelization (right column).
● Changing the radiation to single precision in this ECHAM version is an
ongoing process that seems to be very promising.
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